Mandatory Requirements
To participate in this deer management zone hunt:

Each hunter must have completed a DNR Hunter Education Course.

For information concerning the time and date of this course, please contact:

B & B Shooting Supplies
2152 State Street
Bettendorf, Iowa 52722
Phone: (563) 355–4867

A yearly proficiency test will be required to purchase a deer management zone tag.

This test will be offered through B & B Shooting Supplies.

Deer tags may be purchased from:

B & B Shooting Supplies
2152 State Street
Bettendorf, Iowa 52722

Farm and Fleet of Davenport
8535 Northwest Boulevard
Davenport, Iowa

Gander Mountain
3940 Elmore Avenue
Davenport, Iowa

Within 24 hours of harvest, hunters filling a special deer management tag must contact:

Hunt Coordinator:

Phone: (563) 320-2315

To be eligible for an “any sex” tag it is necessary to “check in” your whole deer with the hunt coordinator. The gender of your deer will then be verified. Hunters that shoot three or more Does will be eligible to purchase an “any sex” deer tag in the follow season’s hunt.

Violations may result in revocation of the permit

Verifications Sites

Davenport Fire Station #5
2808 Telegraph Rd
8:00am - 6:00pm

or

The River’s Edge
700 W. River Drive
8:00am - 8:00pm
(After Nov 1, 7:00am - 9:00pm)
All future incentive any deer licenses will be issued through ELSI, the electronic licensing system of Iowa, which will require that any deer licenses be available for the following year’s hunt. Requirements to qualify for an incentive license include a minimum harvest of three does (adults, yearlings, or fawns), mandatory deer management zone physical sight/site check in of all harvested deer, and mandatory registration of harvested deer with the Iowa Department of Natural Resources, IDNR. Any antlerless male deer (button bucks, spike bucks, and shed bucks) are legal quarry which will not count towards an incentive license. Hunters must register their deer harvest with IDNR by any of the following three options:

- The online harvest reporting system at www.iowadnr.gov available 24 hours a day, 7 days a week. The telephone harvest is available 24 hours a day, 7 days a week, and the toll free number is printed on the antlerless license. Hunters may report through an ELSI license vendor during business hours.

Female deer which aren’t both checked through the check station and reported to IDNR will not be considered eligible to count towards qualifying for any deer incentive licenses. All deer harvested in a deer management zone hunt must be sight checked and reported to IDNR. Names of all hunters qualifying for an incentive license will be provided to the wildlife depredation biologist, by the hunt administrator, for harvest registration compliance and so that name can be entered into ELSI for purchase by those individuals. These incentive licenses will cost $28.50. Hunt administrators will no longer have to deal with the incentive licenses and the associated monies. If a hunt currently has a rule that an additional doe be harvested the year a hunter is eligible for an incentive license, before that license becomes active, IDNR recommends rescinding that particular rule. If the hunt administrator feels they need that additional doe harvest they will just need to raise the minimum qualifying doe harvest from three to four. ELSI issued any deer incentive licenses will be considered legal licenses from the opening date to the closing date of each respective deer management zone hunt.

**Rules and Regulations**

- To reduce arrow flight, it is suggested that all shots are taken from an elevated position.
- Portable tree stands (provided by the hunter) may be used. Tree stands must name & address on it.
- Care must be taken to minimize damage to trees.
- Harvested animals must be removed intact from the site.
- Hunters agree to maintain a distance of 150 feet away from any occupied building, street, or paved trails.
- To maximize safety, hunters are encouraged to take shots of 75 feet or less.
- No baiting, driving, or stalking of deer is allowed.
- Permission must be obtained from property owners prior to hunting on private property.
- Harvested animals must be removed intact from the site.
- No baiting, driving, or stalking of deer is allowed.
- Permission must be obtained from property owners prior to hunting on private property.
- Hunters will observe all regulations of Iowa DNR as pertaining to deer bow hunting.
- A hunter shall not dispose of deer entails on public property.
- All deer taken shall be processed for meat or the meat given to charity.
- A hunter who wounds a deer and is unable to locate the deer shall report to the deer hunt coordinator phone within three (3) hours of the wounding.

**Phone:** (563) 320-2315

- Hunters must always carry their Iowa hunting license, proof of paid habitat fee, and special permit.
- Deer must covered or enclosed when transporting.

**Hunters must also report killed deer to the IDNR, by phone at**

1-800-771-4692